metal-atom scattering [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The CCA scheme has been employed in the theoretical studies.
However, due to technical difficulties it is not easy to include the rearrangement positronium (Ps) formation channels in tlte case of these large atoms. Hence most of the CCA calculations haVf' neglected these channels. There has been some calculations including the positronium formation channel employing simple atomic wave functions [20] . Even in these calculations a systematic study of the effect of the positronium formation channel in positron-alkali-metal-atom scattering has not been made. In the present letter we make such a study of the positronium formation channel in the CCA treatment of positron-lithium and positron-sodium scattering employing realistic atomic wave functions. It should be noted that any meaningful CCA calculation of positron-alkali-metal-atom scattering should include the positronium formation channf'l, as this channd is already open at the elastic scattering threshold.
We studied e+ -Li and e+-Na scattering using the CCA approach in the static and coupled static expansion schemes. The effect of the positronium formation on the elastic channel is found to be strong in both cases. In the case of the lithium atom the effect is dramatic; the inclusion of the positronium formation channel transforms the purely repulsive efective e+-Li S wave (static) potential to a predominantly attractive (coupled static) potential. In this case, in actual calculation we find that in the static model 6(0) -6(00) = 0, whereas in the coupled static model 6(0) -6( 00) =11' . In both cases 6( E) is the S wave phase shift at energy E. In any positron-atom scattering this finding is completely new and for S wave elastic scattering one always had 6(0) -6(00) = O. Levinson has shown that for a short range local potential [21] 6(0) -6(00) = Nrr,
where N is the number of bound, continuum bound, or the (Pauli) forbidden states of the system. Larger the N the stronger is the attraction in the system. This means that the inclusion of the positronium formation channel in the CCA approach to the elastic e+ -Li scattering will result in strong attraction.
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In the following we give the details of the e+-Li equations we use. In the case of e+-Na scattering the equations can be similarly written down. In the CCA approach the total wave function for the positron-lithium-atom system is written as [13] lJ'(rI, r2,
where fi(i = 1,2,3) are the coordinates of the atomic electrons and x is the positron coordinate. Here ~j(r), r2, f;) and '111(ii) are the ith and vth eigenstates of the lithium and the positronium atom systems, respectively. The ground state wave function of the lithium ion is described by ~t.(rl' fi), Fi(x) describes the motion of the incident positron awl GII (.ii) describes the relative motion between the positronium and the lithium ion. In our treatment we plan to include only one term in each sum of Eq. (2), e.g., the ground states of both lithium and positronium atoms.
We shall be working with the usual coupled scattering integral Lippmann-Schwinger type equations of the CCA approach which are written in the following form: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 
E+iO-E'
Here ffJo(k',k) is the scattering amplitude for transition from channel 0 to channel p, k and k' arc the relevant relative momenta in these channels, I'll is the reduced mass in channel v, flo(k', k) is the corresponding Born amplitude. The partial wave expansion of ffJo (k', k) from the initial state 11m> to the final state < l'm'l is given by
where L and AiL are orbital angular momentum and projection of the incident state, and J and M are the total angular momentum and projection, < LIMLrnlJ M > is the usual Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. A similar partial wave expansion holds for the Born term. Also, r stands for the collective quantum numbers (n,/, m), n being the principal quantum number.
After partial wave analysis the coupled integral equations become 
rhe elastic scattering phase shift. for the clastic channel denoted by suffix 1 is defined by
vhere 11 . is the on-shell elastic t matrix element.
The positronium formation cross section is given by
47l"
J ,here the suffix 2 denotes the rearrangement channel for positronium formation.
The Born martix element for the elastic channel is given by 
here the atomic orbitals for the Is and the 2s electrons are given by
The Born matrix element for the positronium formation channel is given by
'lis x -r3 Lit rl, r2
.... 1 ....
The lithium ion wave function is taken to be given by
lere the atomic orbitals are given hy
The constants for this wave function are tak<>n from Ref. constructed algebraically using a complex int.egral over the real on-shell r matrix. This is the first application of the subtraction techniquf' in atomic scattering. A detailed description of this application will be published elsewhf're.
Similar Rorn terms appear in the q'le of the sodium atom. However, in this case the atomic wave function is taken to be that of a hydrogen-like atom with only one electron in tIle 38 state given by
The constants of the wave functions are taken from Clementi and Roetti [22] . We do not explicitly show the equations for the Born term in the case of the sodium atom. However, it is iuteresting to point out that in the calculation of the Na(3s)-Na(3s) Born amplitude all t.he 11 electrons have been taken into account.
First, we exhibit results of e+ -Li scattering. In Figs. 1 and 2 we exhibit the results of elastic scattering phase shifts in Sand P waves for static and coupled static calculations.
III both cases the energy dependence of the stat.ic phase shift is weak in nature, but the cOli pled-static phase shift varies ra.pidly with energy. In the S wave case there is a jump of 1f in the coupled-static phase shift as energy vari(·s from 0 to 00. There is no such jump in the static 8 wave phase shift. This finding is not only new, hut is also unexpected in view of available results in positron-atom scattering in the case of other atoms.
In the case of e+ -Li scattering the coupled-static phase shirt is positive upto an incident positron energy of 5 eV indicating the presence of overall attraction at low energies in the elastic channel. However, at higlwr cncrgiC's t.lle rlmse shift is negative reflecting a repulsive effective potential. In the configuration space this means that the S wave effective positronIithilirn potential is attractive at large distances and possesses a repulsive core at small distances. This jump of 7r in the coupled-static phase shift has interesting consequence on the Levinson's theorem (1): the number N of bound, or continuum-bound, or forbidden states in this case is one [21] . It is not clear whether one has a real bound state in the e+ -Li system. Whether it is a real bound state or not N = 1 in Eq. (1) will mean much more attraction in the elastic channel [21] . lIenee the effect of the positronium formation channel on the elastic process is dramatic as we shall see in the consideration for the cross section in the following.
In Fig. 3 (a) we plot the S (static and coupled static) and P (coupled static) wave elastic cross sections for e+ -Li scattering. At low energies the S wave coupled-static cross section is much (about ten times) larger than the static cross section reflecting the strong effect of the positronium formation channel. This was already implicit in Table I of Basu and Ghosh [13] .
There it has been found that the inclusion of the Ps( Is) channel has dramatic effect on the elastic channel; whereas the 2p channel only has small contribution once the Ps(1s) channel is included. At about 5 eV the S wave coupled static cross section is zero. This is a consequence of having zero elastic scattering phase shift at this energy. The dramatic enhancement of the elastic S wave cross section with the inclusion of the positronium formation channel at low incident energies reflects the fact that the lithium atom is a highly polarizable target.
The P wave coupled-static cross section is very small compared to 8 wave cross sections at low energies due to the centrifugal barrier in this case but at moderate energies it could be higher as we see in Fig. 3 (a) .
In Fig. 3 (b) we exhibit the coupled-static positronium formation cross section in 8 and Next we present results for e+-Na scattering. In Fig. 4 the 8 wave static and coupled static elastic scattering phase shifts are plotted. In this case there is strong effect of positronium formation at low (i 50 eV) energies. Howev('r, the effect is much less pronounced than in the case of positron-lithium scattering.
In Fig. 5 (a) we plot the 8 (static and coupled static) and P (coupled static) wave elastic cross sections for e+ -Na scattering. Compared to e+ -Li scattering, at low energies, the effect of the positronium formation channel is less pronounced. At low energies, the 8 5 6
wave coupled-static cross section is (about six times) larger than the static cross section in this case. However, apart from this quantitative difference, Fig. 5 (a) is quite similar to Fig.   3 (a) where the same results are plotted in the case of e+ -Li scattering. Again the P wave coupled-static cross section is very small compared to S wave cross sections at low energies due to the centrifugal barrier in this case but at moderate energies it could be larger.
In Fig. 5 (b) we exhibit the coupled-static positronium formation cross section in S and P waves. Doth exhibit broad resonance-like behavior in the energy range 20-150 eV. Qualitatively, the Sand P wave cross sections for positronium formation are similar.
The present results are in fair agreement with previous calculations. However, in previous calculations phase shifts were not plotted. Also, a quantitative comparison of results of various calculations is not to the point, because different approximations were employed in various calculations. For example, the atomic wave functions used by BaSH and Ghose [13, 20] are different from those employed in the present calculation. However, the qualitative features of these two calculations are similar whenever results a.re available. The calculation of Ghosh et al. [14, 15] and Ward et a1. [18] did not include the positronium formation channel.
As we are studying the importance of the positronium formation channel, it is not fair to compare these two calculations.
In conclusion, we have exhibited the strong effect of the positronium formation channel in positron-lithium and positron-sodium scattering. In the case of positron-lithium scattering the effect of the positronium formation channel is dramatic on S wave elastic scattering.
Inclusion of this channel changes the Levinson's theorem for this process. The parameter N denoting the number of bound, continuum-bound, or forbidden states changes from 0 to 1 as the posit.ronium formation channel is included. To the best of our knowledge in all positronatom calculations reported so far one has 15(0) -e5( 00) = 0, and not 1f as in the present study of e+ -Li scattering. This implies very strong attraction and a dramatic change of the S wave elastic e+-Li scattering cross section. Previous calculations on this system have observed this large effect on the pha.se shift [13] . We pn'sent results of Sand P wave phase shifts, elastic and rearrangement cross sections for both positron-lithium and positron-sodium scattering.
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